Burlington County Institute of Technology
Points of Pride
2018-2019

- South Jersey 2018 Best of Biz Award for Businesses that Excel - Career and Technical Education
- Introduced an Anatomage Table to Sports Medicine for virtual horizontal and virtual dissection
- Partnered with a Department of Defense contractor to apply augmented and virtual reality software applications to CTE programs - Law and Public Safety Program was the first
- National Apprenticeship and Career Day Expo
- Trade and Union Magazine coverage for BCIT
- Created field trip schedule for visitations to union training facilities
- Hosted the SkillsUSA welding competitions
- Expanded application of support for Literacy for Life Initiative – Increased reading levels realized
- NATEF Certification for auto collision repair
- ALICE Training for all administrators on emergency responses within buildings
- Culinary Program and facility upgrade to Medford Campus
- Adult Ed leadership change and Middle States Accreditation obtained
- Revisions to Curricula - Cosmetology, Culinary Arts, Early Childhood Education, Electrical Technology, Information Technology, Law and Public Safety and Welding Technology
- SOP Processes, Sign Offs and SOP Secretary
- Alignment of CST and Guidance Practices and Processes
- Largest new student admissions in years – Have a waiting list
- Community outreach now includes visitations to schools and local community days
- Program Advisory Committee members now exceeds 600 business men and women
- Expansion of social media footprint to now include alumni database and extension to staff
- Created CTE Honor Society
- Nelson Mandela bodyguard Chris Lubbe Fall visit
- Hall of Fame for Lifetime Achievement launched
- ASL Hybrid Course
- Revised Three-Year Technology Plan to include 1:1 Chromebook launch in September 2019
- Use of Accelerated Math to differentiate and target instruction to meet students’ needs
- Applied Positive Psychology - groups, PD and Parent Academy Series
- Literacy and Math/Science Interventions: Literacy Specialist and STEM Specialist
- Future Ready Institute created for teacher Professional Development on Google Apps
- Revision of Master Calendar to build in days for emergency closures
- Student and Staff Spotlights and Best Practices captured in video - DisruptEd-TV
- BCRCC BCIT 2017-2018 Economic Development Award

Discover Your Potential